NEUROANATOMICAL TRACING OF THE GUT – BRAIN AXIS
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Method (A)Tracing nerves

Method (B) Identification of sensory
neuron cell bodies

Introduction
• The gut-brain axis consists of nerves
connecting the gastrointestinal (GI) tract
and central nervous system (CNS) (1).
• Sensory (afferent) nerves send information
about GI status to the brain (1).
• Efferent (motor) nerves send signals from
the brain to the GI tract to coordinate GI
function (1).
• Two key parts that allows the
communication between gut and brain
 Nerve = neuron fibers traveling
together.
 Ganglion= neuron cell bodies
grouped together.
.

A. The best method to trace the sensory and
motor nerves was the fluorescence.
B. The best method to identify sensory
neuron cell bodies was the Nissl stain.
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Future Work
This summer I was developed methods to
help me trace and identify nervous tissues. I
will take these skills to any future labs I might
be interested in.
Inside a ganglion there are many neuron cell bodies.
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3,3’ Diaminobenzidine (DAB)
Immunohistochemistry
This stain is used to target
specific tracer.
This stain will not fade on the
slide overtime.

Fluorescence
Immunohistochemistry
This stain is used to target
specific tracer.
This stain creates a bright color,
making it easier to identify the
tracer (2).

Hematoxylin stain

This stain is used to localize the This stain is used to localize the
nucleus of all cell bodies (3).
nuclei of only neurons (4).
This stain shows great detail of
cell structure.
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Fluorescence

- 10x magnification of the
motor tracer in neurons
in the brain.

This stain is useful for
investigating properties of
nervous tissue.

Hematoxylin stain
- 20x magnification of
the nuclei of all the
cell bodies in the
ganglion.

- 10x magnification of the
motor tracer in neurons
in the brain.
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Nissl stain
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DAB

• The aim of my PRECS experience is to
master a variety of methods to further
characterize the gut-brain axis.
A. Tracing motor and sensory
nerves between the gut and
the brain.
B. Identification of cell bodies in
the sensory ganglia.

Conclusions

Nissl Stain
- 20x magnification
of the nuclei of the
neuron cell bodies
in the ganglion.
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